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No.4

iii THIS MONTH'SUniboard project is aMini Siren which can pl'oduce
three distinctive sounds--twin tone,
U.S. police-car style Sirer( 4ind a
"bleep" alarm signal. The umt' makes
a good alarm tone generator and per-
haps could form a npvef toy for a
youngster-with plenty of imagination.

An integrated circuit type NE556
is used. This i.e. consists of two~indi-
vidual timers similar to' the $555
used in the Uniboard No-Entry Indi-
cator project. In fact the electrical
cllaracteristics arid method of opera,
tion of each timer in. the NiE556 are
identical to those or a normal NE555,
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CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the Mini

Siren is shown in Fig. 1. Integrated
circuit ICI is the NE556 timer chip
and this has been shown in the circuit
diagtram as ICla and IClb. Each half
of the i.e. can be considered to be
just like a standard 555 timer.~ ""

One half of the i.e., IClb, is wired
as a .slow-running astable multivibra-
tor. It oscillates at approximately
3Hz, and the square wave output from
this" is obtained at pin 9. More
detailed information regarding !h.e
function of the astable is given in
the "No EntryIndicator"..project No.1.

The other half of the "i.c;, ICla, is
another astable, this time running at
about 220Hz, in fact at an audio
frequency. This fr~que.ncy can
naturally be changed as required by
altering the timing components Rl,
;R2and/or Cl.
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.CONTROL VOLTAGE .

An electronic alternative to this is
to impose a voltage at pin 3 of lCla.
This pin is the control volit:age input
and provides a means of altering the
frequency of operation without having
to physically change the value of a
timing component.

The slow square wave kom IClb
is coupled to the control voltage pin
of ICla through Sla, a rotary switcll
which selects the function of the
Mini Siren: bleep, twin-tone or U.s.
siren.

EFFECTS
~ If Sla is set to "twin-tone", the
output from IClb is fed straight

through to the control voltage ter-
minal on ICla. This results in a rapid
decrease and then increase in the
frequency of oscillation of ICla.
Hence a two-tone effect is created.

By moving the switoh to the "U.S.
. siren" function capacitor C3 is
brought .into circuit by SIb. In effect
this converts the output of IClb from
a squa,re wave into an approximate
sawtooth. The sawtooth then passes
through to the control voltage ter-
minal of ICla.

The audio signal from ICla is then
modulated, or varied in sympathy
with die sawtooth to produce a
Characteristic "wihooping" tone simi-
lar. to many American police-car
sirens.

With 81 in the "bleep" position,
IClb imposes a 3Hz square wave on
pin 4 of ICla. This is the reset ter-
minal of ICla. (The reset pin, of 100b
has been connected straight to the
positive rail, incidentally, because it
is not needed. ) .

By taking pin 4 down to OV the i.e.
is disabled. This" means that the
astable is prevented from oscillatinl{.
When the output' from IClb goes high
again, the audio oscillator is enabled
again. The overall result is that TCla
is repeatedly prevented from oscillat-
ing, producing a "bleeping" tone;.

OUTPUT.
The audio output from the whole

drcuit is taken from pin 5 on tCla
and this drives LSI to generate. an
audible signal. The alarm tone is
quite loud, suitable for burglar alarms
and similar applications.

Measurements on the prototype
showed that the siren draws about

. 40mA at 9V, and under IOOmA when
a 12V rail is used.

A 3' 5mm jack socket can be used
to connect :up. an external power
supply. You may wish to use the Mini
Siren in conjunction with another Uni-
board project like the Burglar Alarm

. Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram of the MiniSiren.
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Fig. 2. Circuit board layout and component interwiring.

Resistors
R1 22kn R4
R2 22kn R5
R3 33n R6
All ! W carbon :J:5%

Ca pacitors
C1 0'1f1F C280 polyester
C2 10flF 25V elect.
C3 47,uF 25V elect.
C4 0'1f1F C280 polyester
C5 10flF 25V elect.
C6 47f1F 25V elect.

Semiconductors
I C1 NE556 dual timer i.c.

Miscellaneous. .
S1 2-pole, 3-way rotary
S2 s.p.s.t. toggle
LS1 8 ohm miniature

loudspeaker
9V battery, PP3 or ppg size

(see text)
Aluminium case, 130 x 70 x
40mm; 0.1 inch matrix stripboard,
10 strips by 24 holes; 14 pin d.i.1.
socket; battery clip; knob; speaker
mesh; 68 A nuts, boltsand spacers
(for mounting circuit board) (2 off
each); connecting wire.

2'2kn
15kn
15kn

T?p view of circuit board.
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Interior of completed unit.
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ar the Opto-Alarm. This is easily
accamplished. Simply wire the Mini
Siren in parallel wirthtJhe audible
warning devices (ar in place af them)
used in the prajects.

Beware when using a battery.
Because of the high CUffent consump-
tian a PP9 will prabably give the mGst
ecanamical service, althaugh the PP3
size i!j mast campact. A battery clip
Gf the apprapriate size will af caurse
be required.
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CASE
The Mini Siren can be built intO.

any type Gf case Gr bGx, whether
!!letal, plastic ar hame-made. The
prGtGtype' was cGntained witillin an
aluminium bGX measuring 130 X70
X 40mm and this was just wide
enGugh to' hold the laudsp'eaker.
'- The diagnm in Fig. 2 illustrates
how the variaus components are
arranged Gn O'1 inch matrix strip.
baard measuring 10 strips X 24 holes.
It is best to use a 14-pin d.i.l. socket
to carry ICI and this shauld be
,~aldered in after making the fourteen
breaks in the capper strips.

"The i.e. is not a CMOStype and no
special handling precaqtions are
n~eded. Insert the i.e.. the right way
.found intO' its socket _~fter'soldering
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in all the link wires, resistors and
capacitors.

YGUwill see tlhatC3.is mGunted an
the terminals of the rota'ry switch
and also R3 is soldered ontO' one of
the IGudspeaker connectors.

Regarding the rotary switch, a 2-
pole 3-way type is not generally avail-
able and therefore a 4-pole 3-way ver-
sian must be used. Half Gf the switoh
is disregarded.

LOUDSPEAKER
The loudspeaker used in the

author's prototype was an, eight Ghm
O'5 watt type measuring about
55mmdiameter. In the case a large
cut-out 'was made with a tank cutter,
and then a piece of aluminium mesh
was glued behind the resulting hole.

The speaker was then stuck down
with a fairly generous application of
glue araund the rim. Try nat to get
any glue onto the loudspeaker cone
itself.

If you do not have a tank cutter,
you cauld drill a regular pattern of
hales in the front panel. Alternatively,
you can make a large cut-out by drill.
ing a ring of hales and tillen punching
out the middle.

The edge of the hole can then be
filed with a half raund file until a
smooth finish is achieved. In practice

it is not easy to achieve a present-
able finish with this method.

FINISHING OFF
Dry transfer lettering can be

applied as required to' the front panel.
The prototype was finished off by
fixing a large aluminium knob onto
the spindle of the rotary switch.

Once construction is finished check
all wiring for errors or omissions.
Take a look at the stripbGard and
check fnr dry joints ar whiskers of
solder bridging neighbnuring strips.

USING THE SIREN
No setting up is needed so cnnnect

up a battery and switch an. It is
important to wire up the power the
right way round. This can come from
a 9V Power Pack if a battery is not
available.

Then yau should hear the appro-
priate alarm tone depending on the
positon of SI. If this is satisfactory,
then construction is cO'mplete and the-
unit is ready to use.

Readers whO' like experimenting
can try altering. timing compO'nents
RL R2 or Cl; R5, R6 O'r.C5; R4 or
C3 to see what effect this has on the
sound produced. By doing t'his you
can alter the tone of the alarm, the
frequency of the bleeps and so on. }:(

Readers' Bright Ideas; any idea that is published
will be awarded payment according to its merit. The
ideas have not been proved by us. .
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PENCIL PROBE -

I have' discavered an inexpensive' way of making probels
for equipment. All that is needed to make one probe is a
pencil (preferably the HB O'r B type). Just cut off the
wood from the tO'P with a blade ar carving knife leaving
the lead (graphite) and tie the wire around it. The wire
can be secured to' it by encapsulating in plastic resin nr
with a crocodile clip. .

I have been using these prabes far the B.E. Continuity
Tester in the January '80 issue and O'n ather pieces af
equipment far many manths and find its performance
excellent! A series resistance of about 5 ahms is intro-
duced with this probe which may need to' be accounted for
in some measurements.

. Pankaj Sha,rma (aged 15 years),
Perivale,

Middlesex
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BOOK REVIEWS

As the preface states, this is basically an ideas book and
a sO'urce book and is intended to' supplement standard

handbooks. Some 50 new pages are included in this latest
edition-the popularity of this publication is indicated by
its reissue every two years since the second edition.

The material has largely been cO'llected frO'm the Tech-
nical Topics columns in Radio Communication, the Journal
af the RSGB, and is arranged in nine chapters: Semican:
ductors, Components and Construction, Receiver Topics,
Oscillator Topics, Transmitter TO'pics, Audio and Modula-
tion, Power Supplies, Aerial Topics, and Fault..fu1ding.

A number of "quick guides" have been incO'rporated in
certain parts O'fthe bO'ok to provide concjse introductio.qs
to more recent devices and techniques. They cover (in
Chapter One) topics such as Integrated Circuits, Digital
Electronics, VMOlS PO'wer f.et.s, Microprocessors and (In'
the Audio and ModulatiO'n Chapter) Pulse Modulation,
RTTY and SSTV.

There are over 800 diagrams, some 600 O'f these are
circuits. The author's profound practical knowledge of the
subject is obvious, and he has interlaced his text with
camments an variaus amateurs" experiences and sugges-
tions as well as references to' published infoI"l11ationin
manufacturers' literature or in periodicals. F.E,B.
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